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	In Beginning Arduino, you will learn all about the popular Arduino microcontroller by working your way through an amazing set of 50 cool projects. You'll progress from a complete beginner regarding Arduino programming and electronics knowledge to intermediate skills and the confidence to create your own amazing Arduino projects. Absolutely no experience in programming or electronics required!

	

	Rather than requiring you to wade through pages of theory before you start making things, this book has a handson approach. You will dive into making projects right from the start, learning how to use various electronic components and how to program the Arduino to control or communicate with those components.

	

	Each project is designed to build upon the knowledge learned in earlier projects and to further your knowledge in programming as well as skills with electronics. By the end of the book you will be able create your own projects confidently and with creativity.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Controlling LEDs
	
		Displaying text and graphics on LCD displays
	
		Making a line-following robot
	
		Using touch screens
	
		Using digital pressure sensors
	
		Reading and writing data to SD cards
	
		Connecting your Arduino to the Internet



	Who this book is for


	Electronics enthusiasts who are new to the Arduino as well as artists and hobbyists who want to learn this very popular platform for physical computing and electronic art.
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GirlhoodBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		National Bestseller

		

		Named a Most Anticipated Book by:

		The New York Times * Buzzfeed * Time.com * OprahMag.com * The Millions * The Rumpus * LitHub * Paperback Paris * The Lily (Washington Post) * Ms. * LAMBDA Literary

		

		A gripping set of stories...
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An Introduction to Tensors and Group Theory for PhysicistsBirkhauser, 2015

	The second edition of this highly praised textbook provides an introduction to tensors, group theory, and their applications in classical and quantum physics. Both intuitive and rigorous, it aims to demystify tensors by giving the slightly more abstract but conceptually much clearer definition found in the math literature, and then connects...
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Quantum Monte Carlo: Origins, Development, ApplicationsOxford University Press, 2007
Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational algorithms for simulating the behavior of a wide range of various physical and mathematical systems (with many variables). Their utility has increased with general availability of fast computers, and new applications are continually forthcoming.  The basic concepts of Monte Carlo are both simple and...
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Evolving Intelligent Systems: Methodology and Applications (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	One of the consequences of the information revolution is the ever-growing amount of

	information we are surrounded with and the need to process this information

	efficiently and extract meaningful knowledge. This phenomenon was termed “digital

	obesity” or “information obesity” by Toshiba Ltd. One...
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Beginning Joomla!, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2009
Joomla!, exclamation point and all, is one of the most searched–for and hired–for open source content management systems in the world. Since 2007, the combination of Joomla! and Dan Rahmel’s bestselling Beginning Joomla!, From Novice to Professional have made it so that all you have to do is read a single...
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Programming in the OSEK/VDX Environment (With CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2001
In May 1993, several German automotive manufacturers — BMW, Bosch, Daimler-Chrysler, Opel, Siemens, VW — agreed to collaborate on the specification for a common, real-time distributed operating system tailored for automotive applications. The project was coordinated by the University of Karlsruhe in Germany and was to be called...
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